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STATISTICAL REVIEW FOR MARCH 1943.

EUROPEAN THEATRE

R.A.F. operational aircraft continued to fly on every

day and night in the month*

Major operations, however, were prejudiced by the weather*

There wore throe well defined spells of contrasting flying
weather during March*

Throughout the first two weeks of the month weather at home

operational bases at night was almost consistently good* On

only a few occasions during this period did visibility seriously
deteriorate towards dawn but there was one isolated night of fog*

For the greater part of the following fortnight, however,
widespread areas of fog or very low cloud caused poor or bad

conditions practically every night, and it was not until the

last few nights of the month that meteorological conditions

improved again*

Over the month as a whole 12 nights were good, and 13

nights wore poor or bad* Variable nights of mainly good

conditions up to midnight but with marked deteriorations after-

wards occurred on 4 occasions, while on 2 nights good

conditions as to cloud and visibility were offset by gales near

the ground and very strong winds at flying levels*

Bomber Command which operated on 21 nights and every

day struck chiefly at night at Germany’s industrial production.
German targets Were attacked on 13 nights, 10 nights in

force, when 11 raids were made against Berlin (three),
Essen, (two), Hamburg, Nuremberg, Munich, Stuttgart, Duisburg

and Bochum, in which raids more than 8,000 tons of high

explosive and incendiary bombs were dropped* Two night raids

were made on occupied territory by our bombers, both attacks being

directed against the U-boat base of St.Nazairo.

Germany was bombed by daylight by Bomber Command aircraft

on throe days* Targets in occupied territory were bombed on

14 days*

A growing dissatisfaction has boon reported among the

population of towns recently attacked in Germany* This Is

attributable to two main causes:-

(a) The apparent inability of the Luftwaffe and the flak

to prevent the attacks, and

(b) The fact that measures for helping those bombed out arc

no longer adequate.

In the first March raid on Berlin the fire-fighting services

were quite inadequate to cope with the many fires, both in the

centre of the city and in the outer districts, a strong wind

spreading the flames rapidly* On the second morning after the

attack the Berlin exchanges wore only accepting "blitz" trunk

calls at ten times the normal rate owing to the damage to

telephone cables# Between Unter den Linden and Friedrichstrasse

a fire was still burning throe days after the attack* The main
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damage in this attack was caused in the western, south-western

and southern parts of the capital, the damage facing particularly

severe in Wilmersdorf, Schoneherg, Steglitz and Charlottenberg.

Fighter Comnand operated on every day and night of the

month with the exception of the final night, 31st/March/1st
April* Approximately 700 sorties were flown on each of two

days*

Coastal Command maintained its continuous patrols in the

Battle of the Atlantic*

Army Co-operation Command aircraft operated over enemy

territory on 19 days and 6 nights•

U-BOATS AND SHIPPING

U-boat bases received strong, punishment from U.S.A.A.F. daylight

raids during the month and Bomber Command exerted a complementary
effort by night by two heavy raids on St.Nazaire when more than

1,500 tons of bombs were discharged on this target# Hamburg,

Germany’s largest port and U-boat production centre, was the

objective of one of Bomber Command’s heaviest raids of the month

on the night of 3/4th* Munich and Stuttgart which wore

heavily raided by night on 9/10th and 11/12th respectively,
both make submarine engines and component parts* The industries

of the other German towns attacked also contribute to U-boat

construction or equipment*

By day Bomber Command raided Rotterdam on two successive

days, 28th and 29th. The Cockerill works near Liege which make

parts for submarines were bombed by Mosquitoes on 12th. Action

against communications, particularly the bombing of the railway
viaduct at Morlaix by Whirlwind bombers of Fighter Command

hindered the enemy’s access to his bases#

As a result of the R.A.F. attack on the night of the 24/25th
February and the U.S. raid of the 26th February on Wilhelm shaven

photographic reconnaissance has shown that several buildings
of the harbour works department in the Strombau Hafen were

damaged; two blocks of submarine crews’ barracks partly destroyed
and others damaged* A direct hit on the southern quay damaged a

240 ft. oil barge which was awash amidships# In the Fort

Mariensiel mine depot the central building has been destroyed by
fire# Considerable damage was caused in the main railway station

and in the Middelsfahr, Metz and Ebkeriege districts#

Reconnaissance now shows that in the attack on Donhelder on

the 19th February two-thirds of the torpedo workshops were

destroyed; three shops and two sheds wore totally destroyed and

one shop and one shed partially destroyed, and buildings were also

damaged in the torpedo boat establishment#

Prior to the last two raids of March on St.Nazalre reconnaiss-

ance shows that the destruction in the port area includes buildings
on all the quays* In the Chantiers et Ateliers de St.Nazaire
(Penhouet) and Bassin de Penhouet, the submarine stores shed,
the pipe and tubes works, the munitions store and several warehouses
and sheds, including an area of 2 1/2 acres, have been destroyed or

severely damaged by fire or high expl sive. In the Chantiers
et Ateliers de la Loire the heavy sheet metal shop, the

aerofoil factory and the Girder Steelwork shop have been wholly
or partially destroyed, the gas supply affected and several barrack

buildings destroye d.

Reconnaissance after the raid on St.Nazaire of 22/23rd show

that damage was done to the rivet and welding shone and Power

Station# In the Chantiers et Ateliers de la Loire two buildings
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have been gutted and one end of the Turbine workshop severely

damaged; a timber warehouse and light sheet metal shop were

further damaged; in the Bassin de Penhouet damage by fire

has been caused to the electric sub-station and stores and

foundries; there are new craters on railway sidings and a

turntable destroyed.

Bomber Command carried out sea-mining on the majority

of nights during the month in the enemy 's coastal waters

and estuaries# During the month reports of the sinking of

some ten vessels after striking mines laid from the air have

been received#

Fighter Command flew patrols in protection of shipping on

every day of the month and 10 nights. Ten daylight attacks and

one by night were made on enemy shipping#

Coastal Command energetically sought U-boats at sea*

On three days during the middle of the month when our bombers

were unable to make any major attacks owing to weather

Coastal Command aircraft were making 16 attacks on U-boats in

the Atlantic* Sea-mining was carried out on nine nights and

anti-shipping forces were sent out on six days*

A Coastal Command Beaufighter destroyed a Ju.88 over the

North Sea on 1st and other aircraft of this type shot down

over the Bay of Biscay on 12th a Foche-Wulf Kurier.

Army Co-operation Command carried out shipping reconnaissance

patrols on six days.

TRANSPORT

Bomber, Fighter and Army Co-operation Commands of the R.A.F.

in conjunction with U.S.A.A.F. attacked enemy communications by

a variety of means# The cumulative effect of these attacks is now

having heavy consequences on the enemy#

Reports have been received that all steam locomotives in the

district of Pau have been sent north to replace locomotives damaged

by the R.A.F. and owing to the difficulties created by the damage
done by R.A.F. attacks on Tours where much of the repair work for

steam locomotives in south-west France is done.

It is also reported that by the middle of January engine losses

of the enemy in France, Belgium, Holland and Germany were averaging

150 a month as a result of various forms of air attack. In Sicily,
in Southern Italy, since January some 50 locomotives had Been

destroyed or put out of action by the middle of March.

Bomber Command made attacks on railway centres in Germany or

occupied territory on eight days.

In the attack of the 4th March on locomotives, repair shops
and engine sheds and the steel tube factory at Aulnoye, twelve

bombs burst on the factory and at least four on the engine sheds#

These objectives were again attacked on the 8th and subsequent
photographic reconnaissance has shown widespread damage, nearly
20 acres of the roof of the factory having been destroyed or damaged*

When Le Mans was attacked on the 4th March by Mosquitos bombs

fell on the workshops between the Roundhouses, on a long shed and on

timber stacks east of the reception siding and on the tracks in the

sidings and north of the Roundhouses* In the Arnage marshalling

yard one of the steam and electric locomotive sheds was severely
damaged and a large hold can be seen in the centre of the roof of

the other shed# The wagon paint and repair shops have sustained

severe roof damage and there were two direct hits on the railway
track#
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Railway targets at Lingen in North-West Germany were

attacked by Mosquitos on 8th as well as the railway centres of

Aulnoye and Tergnier in N.France* Le Mans railway centre was

again raided on 9th by Mosquitos* The railway workshops at

Paderborn, N-W Germany, were the Mosquitos objective on 16th*
Four days later railway objectives at Louvain were hit and a

single Lancaster bombed a railway target at Leer, North-West

Germany also on the 20th*

When the St, Joseph locomotive works at Nantes, N.France,

were attacked by Mosquitos on 23rd, the only part to escape

damage was an office building* The heavy machine building was

severely damaged and 17 locomotives from St. Nazaire awaiting repair
were put out of action. Not a house in the neighbourhood of the

works was hit.

Mosquitos again attacked railway objectives in North-West

Germany on 24th and Venturas took up the attack on 29th with an

escorted raid on the railway yards at Abbeville*

Several of Bomber Command’s night raids on Germany helped
to disrupt communications, notably the attacks on Nuremberg,

Munich, Essen end Duisburg*

Fighter Command brought a new intensity to its attacks

on communications with the use of Mosquitos inside Germany in

addition to the shorter range raids by Whirlwind bombers.

During the attack on Munich of 9/10th 16 acres of the

Rathgeber railway wagon works were damaged; the electric

locomotive servicing shed and the steam engine Roundhouse

near the main station were burnt out and inside at least 18

electric locomotives could be seen* The railway marshalling
yards in north-east Munich were also damaged*

Fighter Command’s Mosquitos made their first daylight
incursion into Germany on 27th when barges, trams and lorries were

attacked* These aircraft also attacked locomotives in Brittany
on 30th*

The important viaduct at Morlaix, Brittany was again the

object of Whirlwind bomber attacks and altogether Fighter Command

sent out offensive or intruder patrols against enemy transport
on 14 days and 17 nights. Nearly one hundred successful

attacks on trains were made during the month*

MISCELLANEOUS OPERATIONS

Minor bombing operations were carried out against Germany on

the night of 2/3rd and 4/5th*

By day Mosquitos carried out the most successful raid on the

enemy’s only molybdenum nine at Knaben in Norway on 3rd; the

Renault factory at Le Mans, 9th; a factory at Hengelo, 27th;
Liege 28th; and the Phillips’ factory at Eindhoven, 30th*
Venturas attacked the airfield at St* Brieuc on 15th and Maasluis,
near Rotterdamm, 18th*

Fighter aircraft escorted bombers both British and American

on 12 days and carried out sweeps on 14 days* Mosquito fighter
aircraft of Fighter Command were reported in action over the Bay
of Biscay on 22nd when two Ju.88's were shot down*

ENEMY ACTION OVER GREAT BRITAIN

The total number of enemy bombers which attacked this
country by night during the whole of March was barely half the

number sent on one night raid by Bomber Command on Germany.

The only cons
i

derableforce sent by the enem y by night was
between 60 and 70 on the night of 3/4th. During the month 33
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of these night raiders were shot down.

The fighters which solely constituted the attacking force

by day numbered approximately half the bombers sent by night*

27 "tip and run" Raiders paid the penalty by day* The maximum

number of enemy aircraft to fly over this country on any one

day was 30 - on the 12th*

Groat Britain was raid free on 16 nights and 18 days*

MEDITERRANEAN THEATRE

NORTH-WEST AFRICA

Operations against the enemy by our fighters and bombers in

support of our ground forces advancing against Rommel were carried

out on 29 days of the 31. In addition, on 15 nights of the month

airfields, landing grounds, troop concentrations, transport
columns and docks were bombed.*

In one sweep over the sea Allied aircraft shot down 17 enemy

aircraft from a large formation they encountered*

On the 21st March eleven enemy aircraft wore destroyed by

fighters escorting a formation of bombers*

On three nights during the month over 150 sorties were made

and during daylight some one thousand sorties were flown on four

occasions, culminating in more than 1,100 sorties, on the last

day of the month*

MALTA*

Intruder aircraft from the Island were over Southern Italy
and Sicily on 12 nights of the month* Fighter-bombers operating
over the same area on nine daylight sorties attacked aerodromes,

railway communications and industrial targets*

Offensive patrols sought Axis shipping on 28 nights*

Malta’s aircraft flew sorties every day of the month and

every night except one*

MIDDLE EAST

Middle East aircraft carried out sorties every day of the

period under review*

Naples was bombed on three nights during the month in

addition to once in daylight* Messina had two raids - one during
the day and one at night, and Palermo was attacked three tines

at night.

The enemy lost at least two Ju .88 ’s during an unsuccessful
attack on an Allied convoy in the Central Mediterranean.

ATTACKS ON MEDITERRANEAN SHIPPING

Aircraft based on Malta made 6 night and 2 daylight attacks on

shipping near the south coast of Italy and in the Central
Mediterranean* A large supply ship was set on fire and a very large
tanker hit.

Shipping at Palermo was attacked by Middle East aircraft*
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Aircraft from North Africa made 13 sorties against enemy

shipping targets, which included convoys of motor barges sighted

between Sicily and Tunisia, and the docks at Palermo and Sousse*

INDIA-BURMA FRONT

The R.A.F. in this area carried out sorties every day and

on 22 nights of the months, and gave constant support to our

land forces. Activity was on a greatly increased scale during
the month#

Between 4/6th March twenty tons of supplies were dropped to

forward troops.

Targets attacked during the months included Rathedaung

(15 times), Akyab (12 times), Gokteik (6 times) and Mandalay,
Rangoon and Toungoo (each 5 times).

AIRCRAFT CASUALTIES.

In offensive operations over Europe from home bases 36

enemy aircraft were destroyed. This total includes enemy aircraft

destroyed during bombing raids, fighter sweeps and fighter escort

activities*

Over Britain 60 enemy aircraft were destroyed making a total

of 96 destroyed during this period by home-based aircraft.

In the course of all these operations the R.A.F. lost 189

aircraft in N. Europe and one over this country.

The losses announced by the Middle East Command totalled two

as against the destruction of 27 Axis aircraft. Of these 9 were

destroyed by aircraft based on Malta.

Allied Force Headquarters in North Africa announced the

destruction during the month of 284 enemy aircraft for the loss

of 110 Allied aircraft*

In India and Burma 25 enemy aircraft were destroyed for the

loss of 18 Allied aircraft.

In addition to those already announced in last month’s issue,
1 more enemy aircraft was destroyed in N.Africa during February.

CALENDAR OF CHIEF AIR OPERATIONS

March 1st - 31st, 1943

1/2 Berlin bombed

2/3 Western Germany bombed

3/ Knaben molybdenum mine bomb

3/4 Hamburg bombed

5/6 Essen bombed (nearly 1,000 tons)

8 Lingen, North West Germany bombed.

8/9 Western Germany and Nuremburg bombed

9/10 Munich bombed

11/12 Stuttgart bombed

12/13 Essen bombed (Over 1,000 tons)
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16 Paderborn bombed

20 Leer bombed by Lancaster on reconnaissance

22/23 St* Nazaire bombed

24 Mosquitos attacked North-West Germany

25 Abbeville Bombed

26/27 Ruhr and Duisburg bombed

27 Fighters attacked targets in Holland and North-

West Germany (first daylight offensive into

Germany by Fighter Command)

27/28 Berlin bombed

28/29 St* Nazaire bombed

29/30 Berlin, Bochum, Ruhr bombed

30 Eindhoven bombed
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MONTHLY RETURN OF ALL PHOTOGRAPHS ISSUED TO THE

M. OF I. BY P.R.3. MARCH, 1943*

Subject No. of Pix.

Before and after explosion at Tessenderloo,

Belgium 2

Mosquitos attack mine plants at Knaben, Norway 1

Mosquitos attack naval stores near Rennes 5

Bomb damage at Milan 4

Mosquitos attack Aulnoye 2

Daylight attack on Le Mans 2

Essen 4

U.S. Fortresses attack Rotterdam shipyards 3

American heavy bombers blast Hamm 2

Night fires at Essen 3

U.S. Portress over Brest 1

Nuremburg damage (10.3.43.) 3

U.S. Flying Fortresses over Lorient 1

Further damage to Krupps Works, Essen 3

Mosquitos attack Renault Works at Le Mans

on 9/3/43. 2

Night fires at Nuremburg 2

U.S. daylight attack on Rennes on 8/3/43 3

Air/Sea Rescue Service 3

U.S. attack on Vegesack on 18/3/43 3

Damage to Tours railway workshops 2

U-boat attack on convoy broken up 1

Rouen marshalling yards Nattered by U.S. Flying
Fortresses

2

Mosquitos attack the St. Josenh Loco—works,
Nantes, 23.3.43. 5

U.S. Flying Fortresses over Germany 2

Mosquitos hit arms works in France 1
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